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Staff angered
over proposal;
grill CETI reps

The beat goes on

Faculty show up
in force to protest
potential CSU deal
with corporate group
By Aaron Willainiti
Stliffii Stall Writer

Aline O’Leary/ Spartan /Al a,
Jimmy Biala assists instructor Claudia Gomez in teaching an Afro-Colombian Vocal/Percussion class given on Thursday afternoons.
Members of the ensemble will be performing tonight in Room 150 of the Music Building at 7 p.m. The performance is part of the Jazz
in America concert.

San Jose
celebrates
atonement
Million Man March
began tradition of
recommitting to God;
’human family invited
By Devito Fehely
Entertainment Editor
San Jose State University
students and members of the
local community will celebrate
the second annual World Day of
Atonement in the Loma Prieta
Room of the Student Union
Thursday.
The day is set aside to atone
for wrongs one has committed
against individuals and to
recommit oneself to God, said
David Muhammad, a representative of the Nation of Islam
and an organizer of the San
Jose celebration. The day of
atonement was first celebrated
two years ago at the Million
Man March, the historic gathering of African American men
in the nation’s capital.
"This is a new tradition ushered in at the Million Man
March," Muhammad said.
Muhammad said the event’s
organizers have made efforts to
celebration’s
the
broaden
appeal. People of every ethnic
background and religious belief
are welcome, he said
"In 1995, it was basically
black men. In 1996, we asked
the black family. In 1997, we
are asking the people of the
earth - the human family to
participate," Muhammad said.
Gail Ortega, co-chair of the
Million Man March Coalition,
said he’s glad that the event’s
organizers have made overtures to other ethnic and reliSee Atonement, page 8

crri ,CalifOrnia Education
Technology Initiative representatives came to San Jose State
University yesterday and this
time the faculty was ready for
them.
Unlike the massive document that hit most faculty
members cold two weeks ago,
nearly 200 professors and
school staff members showed up
to voice, often angrily and cynically, their concerns and complaints about the proposed plan
to standardize the infrastructure of the university system
The Engineering Auditorium
was packed with faculty standing in the aisles and doorways
waiting for their turn to speak
their peace .ehiut the Clint nwvrsial deal.
CETI would he a partnership
between the California State

University system and a corporate group including GTE,
Fujitsu, Hughes and Microsoft.
The 10-year, $2.S billion plan
would build an infrastructure
and system -wide platbirm for
the system to operate under
Tom West. assistant vice
chancellor tor information.
and technology was
on the hot seat as faculty raised
concerns on issues ranging from
Intellectual Property Rights.
the subcontracting of (’St’
employee’s to CETI, the covert
nature of the proposal and the
perceived inflexibility of desktop software.
West, :dung with Peggy
Cuggino, vice president of the
western region for Fujitsu.
shim ed a slide presentation
out
the positive aspects of
CETI. All throughout the presentatmn. ,nickers and jeers
from tic alt provided a pre -cursor HP to how the two-hour
question :mei answer session
would 0,
"There i i S enornoms
on how it the proposal was
established. It is dishonest."
See CETI, page 6

Tighter laws aid domestic violence victims
By Lois ’Jenkins
Staff Wnter
When most people hear the term
"domestic violence," they immediately
think of physical abuse between a husband and a wife. But domestic violence
also occurs between non -married people,
same sex partners, relative’s and parents
and their children.
According
to
the
California
Department of Justice, at must 230,000
domestic violence calls were made last
year statewide, with 7,81H calls in Santa
Clara County. The objects used in those
cases of reported domestic violence
included dangerous weapons, firearms,
knives or cutting instruments, hands,
fists and feet. Santa Clara County also
issued 6,376 restraining orders.
Domestic violence. ;is defined by

California Penal Code, is abuse committed against any of the billowing persons
a spouse or a former spouse
a cohabitant or former cohabitant,
including those 14. the same sex
a person you’re dating or have dated
a person you have had a child with;
a child of the relationship:
or any other person related by blood
or marriage
Domestic .ailence laws vk ere enacted
in 19S5, according to Santa Clara
County Deputy District Attorney
Rolanda Pierre-Dixon.
"A lot of people worked very hard to
inform the legislators about domestic
violence and convinced them that WI’
needed specific laws regarding the specific crimes associated with domestic ylo!encl.,: Pierre-Dixon said.
The term "domestic violence- has heen

Breaking the Cycle
of Violence

around for as long as ,he can remember.
Dixon said, but domestic violence laws
distinguish domestic t iii, iii other
kinds
Detect i% i Set David Wysuph. a ITIVMher of San Jose Police Department’s
Famil \ Violence 1n it.
SlPD works

under California Penal Code Section
273.5 %hen arresting people for domestic violence
-We look for any xkillful inflection of
I orporal injury_ or a complaint (0 pain
tri urn t he i-ti m
oph said "We take
in extremely :iggressive stance on
wlence
Wy,uph saia SJPD officers receive
intensi
raining in domestic y oilence
laws, bet ti in the academy for new
recruits and thiough frequent refresher
course -s hit act] v duty personnel
we handle- domestic viol-rice-The.
ha- changed over the years.- kVysuph
-aid "Up until the ho.%- %%ere CII.ICtld. au.
euttldri t dii .II1NthlkL: 1.1r111. -s the uettrtu
said it happened
The laws as they !MK stand give officers no choice, he said
Svc. Lou’s. p.igt

Former athletes address racial issues at SJSU
By Ingrid Perez
Staff Writer
Alumni will speak about their athletic contributions and how they relate to
the country’s social climate el 7 p.m
tonight in the Morris Dailey Auditonunt
Ulla MIL atl SJSU alumna, invited
three speakers to complete a three-part
exhibit of sports memorabilia entitled.
"Speed City." The exhihit features the
accomplishments of San Jose State
College’s track team in the 1950s and
’60s, which has been on display in the
Clark and Wahlquist libraries and theWashington Square Hall. The speakers
will include: Ray NUMMI who was part of
the Speedy City team in the ’50s; Ben
Tucker, a member of the 1962-’63 championship cross country team and Bob
Poynter, who was also a track athlete at
:4.1:41 in the ’Sits and ’60s. Hill said it is
important flit- students to have a historical background so as not to repeat the
mistake’s of previous years.
Hill said she wants the speakers to
show how politics could digress schools
into the racial and oppressive era of the
’50s and ’60s.
"If we don’t pay attention to what’s
going on, things are going to go back to

"If we don’t pay attention ... (SJSU) is going
to be a place for the
privileged to go and not
for the common person."
Urla Hill
alumna and exhibit organizer
how they were." Hill said " SJS1’,
going to he a place for the privileged to
go and not for the minimal person
Poynter, a instructor and coach at
Silver Creek High School in San Jose’,
said he will touch on that area during
his speech Poynter said when he came
to SISU there were a small number if
African Americans, who were mainly
admitted because of their athletic
prowess With the passage of Prop 209,
which banned affirmative action in
Califiirnia public institutions, he said he
is worried that it can become that way
again.
"When I came (to SJSU) we didn’t

hate affirniat
as lion,- l’onter said
reason we got into schmol was
because. of outstanding iithletics Accm.dow to Ow sLaistic.il Update’
report Irmo the
14.
Planning and
his...soirees, African
American, made up 5 percent of the
undergraduate. and gtieduate student
population in hill 1996. compared to
w hat PoN liter remembers as unit’, a tew
.iiid
in the
ris ker. the manager tor the’ i’.,u’k snd
Intermediate. I hitreach Program affmat
w ith the lrovr-r,ity of California at
Het keley, aid he remembers the racism
on the- CallIrMIS during the Civil Rights
Nine (-merit and the Viet nam Wan Tucker
said during that time. athletes had to
priorilite the issues ru thetr lives
’\Ve had to niggle all of the. things in
that period ot time. that were- imporiant
to our lit us and still (III we’ll ;IS altd1.11.as StIldt‘IIIS aIld as activists Tu ken
said
Tm-ker said he %ants to touch upon
the low graduation rates of African
American males When Tucker was at
SJSV in the tis arid ’60s_ he said
African Americans didn’t have academic
support groups YY hich are a modern
resource to all students Yet. he said

-Th.. unit

k hilt, he. was in college. tihmit 05 percent
of At
American mides graduated Is\
st tidying
among
sit her
African
Americans In 1996 to 1997. S.1s:[’s
Office of Institutional Research reported
145 African American, received bachelor’s degree, out it a total it 1.000
awarded. w hue’having
study programs
auit her sink in
Sald
itullt.111114 Cu’ win tNo.tence
acailtin
.
’I I
Ict-I tutu ’nit is blic
was
Tucker said he- will also discuss how
being it liked in athletic, helped shape
him
"It made me- very sensitive to social
issues and the importance of being
involved.’ he -aid "It taught me how to
make things better for I/TICS own group
one, e ;Ionia sit Im the sideaccess

to

avadu

MR’

.111

ker’s speech will not be about
wet oitittent ,iito athletics, hut instead
an appeal to t (nisi. already in athletics to
develop emotionally and intellectually.
he. said
"They .shinil& become multi -faceted
iind approach things from different perspectives and stay away from the dumbjock syndrome." he said
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Clinton’s anti-drug campaign useless in deterring drug use among kids

A,,,.

30 years atter not
inhaling. President Bill
linton has decided that
it,. time to tell American children the truth about drugs
The president plans to make
his message very clear
-Drugs :ire wrong, drugs are
illegal and drugs Call kill coo,"
CIIIllial ’,aid -ShoW them that
drug use is really a (feat h sentence (lot that Smoke a little weed
;and you’ll drop dead Nov, that’s
the type of straightforward

truthfulness that will keep kids
off drugs.
Thu president also blamed
movies. magazines and music
videos for the recent rise in drug
use among teenagers. That is
why the president said we need
to "reach our children with the
right Illt.SSagi: before it’s too
late."
Th, right message?
Oh, that must be: smoke some
dope in college and you too can
be president before you’re 50.
Now don’t gut me wrong. It’s

is illegal and wrong.
not that I’m against
Instead, show them
camanti -drug
what a person going
paigns. I know drugs
though heroin withcan kill. People. die of
drawals looks like.
heroin and cocaine
somebody
Maybe
overdoses all to fredoubled over in pain
quently. But if we
and going through
tell kids that taking
spasms
constant
drugs, period, will
because. of drug use
kill them, they’ll be
will deter them from
popping pills before
SCOTT SHUEY ever taking it.
they hit pliberty.
Something that also needs to
What this country needs is a
realistic way to fight drug use. be done, is the. legalization of
Don’t Just tell a kid that heroin sonic’ illegal drugs. American is

through
going
currently
"Prohibition II" because it made
some drugs illegal. Now this
country has to wage an uphill
battle against crime. This type of
anti -drug campaign hasn’t
worked in the past.
In the 1980s, the Reagan
administration spent almost a
$100 million to stop 1 percent of
all drugs coming across the border.
America’s solution to the
problems in the 1930s was just
to let people have what they

liffill’AtritetlIAAIMW, 0 1

The ’private’ life
of the CSU
word public, by definition, means
The.
relating tothe people as a whole: open to
all, not private.
This being the case, how can our California
State I’mversity system call itself public when
It has taken its current "private" direction?
Confidential search processes and relatively
unknown proposals pushed through approval
procedures without adequate time given to
review alai consider consequences have corn
promised the virtue of our public university
system.
How could anyone argme that the search
process which selected the incoming chancel
Charles Reed was public?
flow could impale argue that the Calffornia
Education Technology Initiative proposal and
comment procedures were and continue to be
fair and open?
No one can
Reed’s selection. ;0100011(4.d Oct. 6, was
completed bv a committee composed entirely of
CSC board of trustee members. Only two of
the members represented the biggest parties
interested in the CSC and its future. students
and faculty That’s two people representing
over 355.000 people That hardly sounds "public" to us
How aloof the CETI proposal, an agree
inc-nt. which. if approved, would allow hair nor
()orations. II ughes Electronics. Microsoft
Fujitsu and t iTE. to infuse $2.8 billion over 10
years into improving technology in the C41?
hit if recent ly no one had :my idea what the
proposal would entail, how it would work or,
most importantly, that the companies involved
were seeking profits from the endetivor.
Now people are becoming aware of the proposal and want to give input. However. the
comment period on the proposal ends this
month. Is this benefitting the "public" of this
system? Obviously not
NN’e recognize that these processes, mi order
to ensure their integrity and garner quality.
"bidders," needed to be relatively confidential.
What we’ (10 not recognize is how these
rather secretive, corporate -type endeavors
contribute to the mission of the ( ’SE’, system.
The mission. which includes the encourage
merit and provision of "access to an excellent
education to all who are prepared for and wish
I>> participate in collegiate study,- and the
encouraging of free scholarly inquiry and protection of the "I’mversity as a fbrum for the
discussion imd critical examination of ideas,
findings. anal conclusions,- says nothing of
excluding the input of faculty and students in
decc-aons winch wdl affect all adieu- lives.
How then can du .4e two decisions be considered beneficial for the CSU system, if the
process by which they were developed excluded the "public" which they are supposed to benefit?
They can’t be.

PiefiKBTS
GrAL

Denver’s deserted island high
Iwas devastated when I heard
the news.
At first it seemed that maybe
the life of a talented man had
been spared maybe he hadn’t
been in the plane, maybe he’d
answer the phone at his house as
officials kept calling.
But, in the end, my hopes were
for naught.
The "little buddy’ of a tour de
force of television watchers was
gone.
How many times, I mused,
had I been told to, "Sit right down
and you’ll hear a tale..."
Gilligan now had really taken that "fateful
trip."
I had watched "Gilligan’s Island" -- oh, had I
watched.
I, like countless others, had agonized over
how the island could possibly be deserted when
almost every episode brought an encounter with
some band of warriors or another.
I wondered who "the rest" were in the original opening credits until it was cleared up in the
second season the Professor and Mary Ann...
whew!
I idly questioned where Ginger got all of her
make up and sequined dresses and how
Thurston and Lovey Howell kept a steady supply of money coming in.
I was positive that Mary Ann was sexier than
Ginger and that if the Professor was half as
smart as all of his pompous blustering, he would
have sprung them all from the island in time to
pick up the next group of passengers for the
"three hour tour, the three hour tour."
Though I hate to speak ill of the dead, I was
stunned that anyone as inept as Gilligan could
be hailed in the title song as being "a mighty
sailing man," but then he obviously wasn’t
much of a pilot either.
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Law prohibiting teen
body piercing overly
restrictive, dictatory

kOrt’Lic’

Editorial

want. We need to do the same
thing now, while ensuring that
the people who do abuse these
drugs are treated. Legalizing
drugs will not eliminate problems, but it will instead make
them controllable.
What we need to stop doing is
spending millions of dollars fin
this case, Clinton wants to spend
$195 million) trying to convince
people they don’t want drugs.
We need to show them why.

Denver’s career highlight was
his dingy exploits on the island,
exploits in which he would spare
no absurdity in his unceasing
efforts to solve all of the castaways problems not realizing
that, more often than not, he was
the problem.
Even his role as Maynard
Krebs on Dobie Gillis couldn’t
hold a candle to his later success.
But after "Gilligan’s Island," he
had troubles. Episodes of Kroft
Superstars and "Gilligan’s Island"
reunion shows and, god bless his
soul, some episodes of the "Love
Boat" the show where all great actors were
put out to pasture-- didn’t do him justice.
I weep for him because, just once, I would
have liked for Gilligan to knock the Skipper out.
Just once I would have liked for him to have
fixed that damn radio before the Professor. And
just once I would have liked him to yell out, "My
first name is not Gilligan! It’s Willy!" (Because it
was, ya know.)
Bob Denver was a man to be respected, to be
honored, to be...
Oh wait...
What was that?
It was John Denver who died?
Not the actor guy?
Oh.
Yeah.
That’s sad too.
This has been a satire targeted at the
self-absorbed television generation, of
which I was unfortunately a part. It is by
no means a put down of neither John
Denver nor his talents.
Terri K Milner is Managing Editor of the
Spartan Daily. Her column appears every
Wednesday.

folks, Gov. Pete Wilson is at it
Well,
again -picking on people who can’t
fight back. First it was illegal immigrants and now it’s
kids.
Wilson signed a
bill this month that
forces teenagers to
get parental consent
before having most
of their body parts
pierced.
Granted it can be
unsettling to see
teens with a host CATHERINE SPENCER
of rings hanging from their flesh, but for the
governor to restrict a minor’s choice to pierce is
totally uncalled for and shouldn’t be allowed.
Piercing is one way teenagers express themselves or make a statement about who they are.
Every adolescent goes through a period where
they experiment with clothes, make up or hair
styles.
To take away this outlet is denying them
their First Amendment rights of freedom of
expression.
While freedom of expression is a right
enjoyed by most adults, a child’s First
Amendment rights are very limited because the
government and courts have seen fit to take
away these rights and overstep their bounds.
This isn’t fair, nor should it be tolerated.
Just because a child is young doesn’t mean
they can’t act and think for themselves. Kids
are capable of making rational decisions and
more often than not, they do.
The state has no business in this area of our
children’s lives. It is the responsibility of parents to provide guidance and rules for their
children to live by. The government should not
dictate every little thing our children can or
cannot do.
Next they will be telling our teenagers how
to dress or what hairstyle to wear.
Do we really want to raise a generation of
robots who all look and act the same and need
to be told what to do?
I think not. Kids need to be independent,
especially teens. It is part of growing up. Of
course, they are going to make mistakes but
this is part of the learning process.
While body piercing is a permanent condition, abortion is also and children are allowed
to get abortions all the time without parental
consent. Go figure.
It is time to stand up to our governor and
stop him from pushing our children around.
Write, e-mail or fax Wilson and our legislature
and put pressure on them to overturn this new
law.
Catherine Spencer is a Spartan Daily Senior
Staff Writer.

Review of ’The Odyssey’ deemed misinformed
were very disappointed to
We.read the unfavorable, irresponsible slander written
ibout the School Touring Ensemble
Program’s get the. name right, at
least) production of "The Odyssey,"
on page 7 of the Oct. 2 edition.
It is unfortunate that the person
who reviewed the show did not enjoy
the performance. However, after
reading the article, we are left wondering if he had even watched the
show.
To begin with, the play ran for one
hour and 15 minutes, not the "reported" 50 minutes. Did he stay for the
entire show?
Next, the reporter obviously did
little to no research. He missed the
entire point of the production.
STEP. Is a touring ensemble that
travels to schools (elementary to
high) to perform for children. This

A

was a children’s show, not a tragedy.
Homer’s "The Odyssey" is not even a
tragedy, it is an epic poem.
This production was an adaptation
of "The Odyssey," written by Gregory
K. Falls and Kurt Beattie (and not a
revision written by the director or the
company) and intended for entertainment, as well as education. If the
reporter had done his homework, he
might have understood the show and
even enjoyed it. The school kids in the
audience certainly did.
The production was light-hearted.
It did have comedic elements, but so
did the professional television production of The Odyssey on NBC. We
guess the reporter missed that one
We are sorry that Penelope’s back
was turned during some of her
scenes, but if the reporter had
watched closely, he might have

noticed that she was working on a
loom that is vital part of the plot. Was
this guy in the same theatre?
We do understand that everyone is
entitled to his or her opinion.
However, such misinformed, self-centered, close-minded reporting is irresponsible. Many people took the slander personally, especially since it
isn’t the first time such misrepresentations have been printed in the
Spartan Daily about theatre productions.
In addition, the photo captions
were wrong and labeled the scenes
pictured incorrectly. Does that mean
that "The Spartan Daily is not worth
the read?" We believe an apology is
in order. A public one.
Samuel Means and Betsy
Meyerson
Theatre Arts
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Pulitzer contender
reads on campus
By Belinda Arnaya
Staff Writer

C.K Williams’ "The Vigil"
was a top contender for this
year’s Pulitzer Prize.
Winning the National Book
Critics Circle Award in poetry
for his 1988 collection "Flesh
and Blood," Williams will be
speaking at San Jose State
University.
Williams will discuss his
work as a poet Thursday at
12:30 p.m. in the Spartan
Memorial Chapel, followed by
a 7:30 p.m. reading of various
excerpts of his recent collections, including "The Vigil," in
the Engineering Building
Auditorium.
Alan Soldofsky, director of
the Center for Literary Arts,
recruited Williams as part of
the Poets in Residence Series,
an ongoing presentation of
major authors at SJSU.
"C.K Williams is fearless,
precise and emotionally compelling," Soldofsky said. "More
so than any other American
poet of his generation."
Williams’ other books of
poetry include: "Lies," "I am
the Bitter Name," "With
Ignorance," "Tar," "Selected
Poems" and "A Dream of
Mind." He also published
three works 01 translation
including: Sophocles’ "Women
of Trachis" ( with Gregory
Dickerson in 1978.i poems
from Issa including "The
Lark," "The Thrush," "The
Starling" and "The Bacchfie of
Euripides."
SJSU Public Affairs Officer
said
:McDevitt
Michele
Williams is a strong-writing
poet and is one of the better
known poets in America.
In his latest collection of
poems entitled "The Vigil,"
starts off with a piece called

"C.K Williams is
fearless, precise
and emotionally
compelling. More
so than any other
American poet of
his generation."
Alan Soldofsky,
director of the
Center for Literary Arts

"The Neighbor," a poem that
reflects back on a first love. A
book review from "The
Commercial
Appeal"
in
Memphis said, "Williams
takes ordinary experiences
and feelings that make us all
too human," "Fear of his own
death, his longing for love and
his intimate knowledge that
disappointment and sorrow
inevitably follow joy
Williams holds nothing back."
As well as being a Pulitzer
Prize finalist. Williams is also
the recipient of numerous
awit ds includint.I. the Morton
Dauwen Zabel Award of the
and
Academy
American
Institute of Arts and Letters
in 1989, the Lila Acheson
Digest
Wallace/Reader’s
Award in 1992 and the
Harriet Monroe Prize from
Poetry Magazine in 1993.
When Williams isn’t crafting his poetry, he teaches in
Princeton’s Creative Writing
Program and lives part of the
year in Paris.

Aline O’Leary/Spartan Daily

San Jose firemen enter the Health Building Tuesday afternoon to investigate an electrical fire. The building was evacuated a little after 2
p.m.and was declared safe for people to return about 30 minutes later

Elevator blows circuit;
firefighters respond
By Christine M. Lias

Torres said.
Soon after the alarm sounded, the
University Police Department went in and
The entire Health Center was evacuated evacuated the people in the building, causing
Tuesday afternoon for half an hour due to a momentary confusion and slight panic,
short circuit on the control panel to the ele- onlookers said.
"Everything seems ok now, but you have to
vator, officials said.
"The alarm went off and I had no idea if it be sure. I’m just making sure that people
was a real fire or just a false alarm," said Kay don’t go back until firefighters tell us what
Sakamoto, a worker in the center. "So we happened," said UPD Officer J. Reed, who
closed the doors and came outside. I’m really declined to give his first name.
People were allowed to re-enter the facilicurious as to what happened."
According to Fire Captain Ruben Torres, of ties about 2:30 p.m. The elevators remained
the San Jose Fire Department’s engine 8B, inoperable until the circuit could be repaired.
Torres said the cost of damage is "slight"
the alarms went off about 2 p.m. due to
and includes the cost of a new fuse.
smoke from the failed circuit.
"The panel on the roof was shorted out,"

Staff Writer

Charles Slayltipartun Dail)

Lora Frasier and her 5-year-old daughter Erica await permission to re-enter the
Health Building.

Poison used to save salmon
Across
LAKE DAVIS i AP
rugged Plumas County, resiawaited
tensely
dents
Wednesday’s dawn, when state
ofTicials plan to pour poison into
a majestic, pike-infested mountain lake. Authorities say the
step is necessary to save
California’s salmon.
Earlier Tuesday, Superior
Court Judge William Skillman
ordered the county not to interfere "with the state or its officers," who plan to pour about
15,000 gallons of chemicals into
Lake Davis, the source of drinking water for more than 4,000
people and a local recreational
hub.
Fish and game officials
immediately began setting up
buoys on the lake, marking
spots for about two dozen boats
from which poison will be
dumped into the water.
meanwhile,
Residents,
planned a candlelight vigil for
the lake Tuesday night at the
County
Store.
Grizzly
Organizers urged residents
most of whom have been out-

raged by the poisoning --- to
stay calm.
"We ask t hat all protesters
come with a sense of solidarity
and purpiise. hut please, please,
leave all weapons at home," said
Jeanne Rowden, head of a group
called "Hands Around the
Lake."
State wildlife officials insist
that poisoning the lake is the
only certain way to kill thousands of rapacious northern
pike, a non-native variety of
fish that ultimately could
migrate
downstream
and
destroy the state’s salmon population.
The pike, apparently transplanted by rogue anglers, were
first finind in Lake Davis in
1994 and have been rapidly
multiplying since.
Residents of this community

about 150 miles northeast of
Sitcramento say the poison
includes
cancer-causing
trichloroethylene, or TCE. They
contend that the poisoning represents a threat to human
health, and have fought
unsuccessfully to block the
plan through the courts.
Local supervisors in this
mountainous county where
hunting and fishing are sacrosanct had threatened to have
Fish and Game wardens arrested under recently passed ordinances if they approached the
lake with chemicals. But the
court agreed with state officials,
who say their authority supersedes the county’s.
The state’s plan is to kill all
the fish in the lake, wait two or
three weeks for the chemicals to
dissipate, then restock the lake
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Ex-quarterback becomes
SISU’s Dean of coaching
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scrutinizing the team you’re playing,"
Dean said. "To do one game, with
everything involved, it takes a good
two hours per game and you’re looking
at four or five games right now and it
increases each week; you add a game
each week."

Carl Dean’s days as a
quarterback have ended,
but he is now pursuing a
coaching career at SJSU

Long hours

By Yvonne Ohumukini-i’rnesx
Staff Writcr

Returning to San Jose State
University as a coach is quite a turnaround for last year’s starting quarterback Carl Dean.
As the Spartan football tight end
coach, Dean is now working for head
coach Dave Baldwin as a graduate
assistant, learning football from the
other side of’ the coin and working at
Ne hat Dean calls, "a master’s degree in
co.iching."
"He is the same as a scholarship
it ball athlete," Baldwin said. "He’s
receiving a scholarship towards a master’s degree."
But for Dean, who is in the kinesiology graduate program, it is much more
than that.
"The graduate assistants are really
responsible for quite a few things,"
explained the 23-year-old Dean. "It’s
an opportunity to not only gain some
experience coaching, but also to gain
some experience in the office, gain
some experience behind the scenes of
football breaking down film, preparing scouting reports, working on video
equipment, things like that. So it’s not
just the coaching. it’s a lot that’s
involved."

Game preparation
Breaking down film involves watching an upcoming opponent’s films and
breaking down the footage by defensive ha-mations and front lines, different coverages and different blitzes.
The film is then analyzed and a game
breakdown is provided to the coaching
staff.
"Basically you’re analyzing and

Sometimes his work takes him into
the wee hours of the morning. Dean’s
wife Christy, whom he met during their
senior year at West High in
Bakersfield and married in 1994,
remembered when they used to eat
dinner together.
"He is just gone a lot more.. timewise he has much later nights," Christy
said. "When he played he was home at
7 or 8 (p.m.). Now some nights begets
home at 1 or 2 (a.m.)."
Bobby Beers, the other graduate
assistant on the team, understands the
time commitment required.
"Carl and I stayed here all night last
night," said Beers of one of their sessions. "He had his film breakdown and
started on his cut-ups at 3 a.m. I had
to do a little more computer work and I
stayed there and watched and fell
asleep in there at about 3:30. This
morning his cut-ups got done about
6:30 (a.m.)."
Referring to Dean as "The Captain,"
Beers said the best part of it is that he
and Dean get along well and they are
there for the same goal.
"Basically he’s the offensive GA
(graduate assistant)," said Beers, a
Montana native. "The Captain does a
great job for the offensive team. I’m the
defensive GA and we both kind of
share special teams duties."

Life as a ’GA’
A graduate assistant at Cal State
Northridge in 1979, Coach Baldwin
said that the program at SJSU is typical of any four-year college, Division I
program and noted that Dean spends
an enormous amount of time at the
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football office.
"But it’s no different than any young
coach at any level," Baldwin said. "It’s
an immense amount of information to
be learned in a short time. He is probably learning more about football than
at any other time in his life."
That’s saying quite a lot, considering
that the 6-foot-2 Dean began playing
football in New Jersey when he was 9
years old. By his late teens, however.
bir
1
the young quarterback had a plan
himself.
"I knew, even in high school, that I
wasn’t going to play NFL or in the pros
or anything like that, so I said, ’OK, I
know I’m limited in ability, but I know
I love football and this is what I want
to do; I want to be around it," Dean
said. "The only other way I could think
about being around fliothall. if I couldn’t play, was to coach it."

Transition from competition
Christy said seeing her husband go
from player to coach was hard at first.
"The first game was weird, not seeing him down on the field throwing the
football," she said. "I went through this
whole thing. I was pretty sad."
Christy, a junior majoring in child
development, said Dean has made. the
transition well. She knows that coaching, as a career, is just as important to
him as playing. And her husband
knows how important Christy’s support is to his success.
"They say that behind every man is
a great woman and that’s fiir sure,"
Dean said. "She’s a big-time supporter
of me and when I get down she’s
always there. She helps rue’ through
some tough times. I just probably
wouldn’t he here without her, without
her support, big time."

Career goals
But he considers the trade-offs
worth it. When asked to describe* his
dream, Dean did not hesitate.
"Dream? I think every young coach’s

Scott Lechnerl Spartan Ikeits

Carl Dean spent the last two seasons as the Spartans quarterback He has now
made the transition from player to coach.
dream is to be a Division 1 coach," he
said. "Everybody wants to do that
sometime, if you’re able to do it. I think
I’ll learn. as I go through this GA experience’, if I’m Division I coach

I or not. Dean is doing what
he enjoy s
"I always say this is the best job in
the world," he said.

Tale
of the
Tape
Kickoff at 5:35 p.m.
Saturday at El Paso, Texas

Spartans

UTEP Miners

Season statistics
Overall record

0-5
0-2

FROM THE CREATOR OF "SCREAM"

2-4

SJSU

Opp

WAC record
Stats vs. opponents

99

104

First downs

192-631

230-991

1,004

1,160

78-142-10

73-142-6

9-73

18-106

Sacked -yards lost

35-40.9

22-43.4

Punts -average

14-9

9-5

38-321

44-394

29:11

30:49

Rushes -yards
Passing
Comp-Att-Int

Fumbles -lost
Penalties -yards
Avg. time of poss.

1-2
UTEP

opp

112

126

260-910

241-1232

974

1,293

75-183-10

92-156-4

6-49

9-70

31-39.6

20-40.7

18-8

12-6

44-335

54-441

30:26

29:34

Injury gives Jazz a case of ’Malone alone’
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
The I Itali Jazz are suddenly an
army without a general.
John Stockton, who has
missed only four games during
his entire NBA career, had knee
surgery Monday night and will
he sidelined for the first six to
eight weeks of the regular season. He has played every game
for seven straight seasons.
"It’s weird without Stock
here," Karl Malone said at practice Tuesday. "It’s not going to
be the same until he gets back."
The 35-year-old star guard,
the NBA career leader in
assists and steals, had arthroscopic surgery on his left knee
to remove loose cartilage. Dr.
Lyle Mason, the team’s orthopedic surgeon, said this particular
injury does not heal easily.
"It’s possible he could return

A

to 100 percent effectiveness, but
he could also have some permanent limitations," Mason said.
"We just have to wait and see."
Stockton, in the second year
of a three-year, $15 million contract, has played 609 consecutive regular-season games, the
third longest active streak
behind Phoenix’s A.C. Green
(696) and New Jersey’s Michael

Cage (657). The career leader is
Randy Smith 1906).
He has played in all 127
playoff games in Jazz history
and last season led the team to
the NBA Finals for the first
time.
"It’s too bad for John, hut it
gives our young guys a chance
to show what they can do," Utah
coach Jerry Sloan said.

=ill =We
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SJSU teams have just left the building: to practice
By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer

or,

hat
in

Does a home-court advantage really
matter? That depends on who you ask.
Stan Morrison, San Jose State
University men’s basketball coach,
said his team loses its home-court
advantage because of having to practice in the old gyms at the Spartan
Complex, instead of in the Event
Center where home games are played.
"It’s a problem. All coaches are looking for consistency in athletes and consistency in playing and practice sites,"
Morrison said. "Because we can’t hold
every practice at the center, we don’t
get used to the floor."
According to Cathy Busalacchi,
executive director of the Event Center,
SJSU team games and practices are
scheduled in the Event Center by the
Student Union, Inc. Choices are made
according to a priority list: student
activities first, athletic events next,
and recreational events last.
Spartan athletic teams are also
charged to rent the building for both
practices and games at the center, just
like outside vendors, because they are
organized sports supported by state
money (general funds).
"The Event Center is a non-state
entity, so we have to charge athletes to
use it," Busalacchi said.
Carolyn Lewis, SJSU associate athletic director, agrees with Morrison
that a home-court advantage is hard to
come by here, but she understands the
situation.
"The Event Center has been very
good since we moved into the Western
Athletic Conference," Lewis said.
"They’re trying not to bump us, eser,
from any conference games."
Craig Choate, SJSU volleyball
coach, said he prefers to play and practice in the smaller SPX gym.
"We don’t have to shag as many
balls as we do in the center," Choate
said. "The problem is the floor in the
gym needs repair."
But playing in the center is necessary, Choate said, because his team has

dent organizations pay rent, although
at a discount rate."
Busalacchi said her goal has been to
maintain student fees at the current
level, which is the same as it was in
1991, and still bring diverse groups
and activities the Event Center.
"Our arena was ranked fourth in the
nation this year, based on the number
of people who use the arena and the
size of the venues, according to a
Polstar Magazine entertainment ranking," she said. "Events like the Laser
games bring in families and their children, and we feel it’s important to
expose children to a college campus."
Despite the disadvantages faced by
SJSU coaches, other colleges have
,"
either built their own event centers or
are in the planning stages.
San Diego State University officially
opened the Cox Arena and Aztec Bowl
on Sept. 17. Vance Redfern, SDSU
senior associate athletic director, said
the men’s basketball team doesn’t miss
its old practice facility.
"The team used to have to travel 10
miles to the San Diego Sports Arena,"
Redfern said. "We’re also hoping the
new center will be a positive influence
for student participation bring them
back to campus for games and events.
We’d like it to become a recruiting tool,
too."
Fresno State University also wants
Mitch Cartwright/Spartan Daily
its future arena to be a focal point for
The Event Center serves as the court for home games of three different SJSU teams during their respective seasons, but
the campus community.
scheduling and money forces the teams to practice at a different facility.
Scott Johnson, FSU associate athletic director, said his school is considered
"In our locker room at the center we road.
entered the WAC and will play home
a commuter campus like SJSU.
"The Event renter is our home
have a chalkboard, bulletin board,
games in the center.
"We need an icon for our campus,"
gym," Williams said. "We ,hould have
Karen Smith. SJSU women’s bas- access to equipment, pickup and deliv
Johnson said. "We’re conceived as a
ketball coach, -aid, "Anytime’ you’re not cry of laundry, and film study equip- first priority for its use I know that the
commuter school and we’d like to use
practicing iis.ur home boards it’s dif- ment," Morrison said. "It’s difficult to center needs to make mi ney. but we
the Event Center to attract more stuficult to play on a different surface for pick up all that stuff and haul it to the need to practice on the court."
dents and keep them longer."
sometimes
schedulBusalacchi
said
SPX.
games."
SJSU’s Event Center has a smaller
"If a kid forgets his shoes in the lock- ing the center is based on potential
Even though he’d prefer not to give
seating
capacity than the other two
up a home-court advantage, Morrison er room and there’s an event going on revenue. For example, occasionally the
arenas. SJSU’s maximum seating
said there is an advantage to how at the center, it’s sometimes very hard City of San Jose will schedule a sportcapacity is about 10,300; San Diego’s
things are set up now.
to get in there and retrieve items, even ing event, and holding the event in the
capacity is about 12,300; and Fresno’s
"The players get into the game and though the people there are always Event Center would be mutually
proposed building will seat a minimum
advantageous for both parties.
don’t worry about the floor," he said.
helpful."
of 15,000.
"We would work with the city in that
But Morrison said he still doesn’t
SJSU forward Marmet Williams
said.
"They
pay
Busalacchi
like hauling all the team equipment said practicing with the basketball instance,"
from the Event Center to the SPX.
team at the SPX is like playing on the rent just like everybody else. Even stu-

World Series awaits victorious Marlins
Mission
ATLANTA (AP)
accomplished.
The Florida Marlins, who
spent nearly $100 million last
winter with the expressed goal
of shucking their label as
expansion losers and buying a
team to beat the Atlanta
Braves, earned their way into
the World Series on Tuesday
night.
The wild -card Marlins, not
even in existence when the
Braves began their record run
of playoff appearances in 1991,
defeated Atlanta 7-4 behind
Kevin Brown’s complete game
and Bobby Bonilla’s three RBIs
to win the NL championship
series, 4-2.
The victory over the two-time
NL champions made the 5 -year
old Marlins the fastest expan

Tan Mail
The Spartan Daily
department
sports
wants your letters.
Your comments about
SJSU teams, coaches or
articles in the Daily are
welcome.
Follow the Spartan
Daily’s opinion policies
on Page 2 and address
your letter to Sports
Editor Mike Traphagen.

sion team to reach the World
Series, surpassing the eight
years the New York Mets needed to get there in 1969, and
made them baseball’s first wild card club to make it.
Game 1 will be Saturday
night in Miami against either
Cleveland or Baltimore. It will
mean the first trip to the World
Series in 34 pro seasons for
manager Jim Leyland, whose
emotional ride may make him
this October’s version of Joe
Torre.
Leyland’s
teams
in
Pittsburgh lost Game 7 of the
NLCS to the Braves in 1991
and 1992, but there was no need
to worry this time because of
Bonilla’s hitting and Brown’s
second win of the series.
The Marlins’ win conic, five

years ago to the day that Braves
rallied with three runs in the
ninth inning to stun Leyland
and his Pirates on Francisco
Cabrera’s single in Game 7.
Atlanta, which had advanced
to four of the last five World
Series, led the majors with 101
victories, winning the NI. East
by nine games over Florida.
Built for the long haul, the
Braves once again fell short of
the championship, the victim of
wild week in which little went
their way.
The Braves hoped to force
the series to a seventh game
Atlanta has won three Game 7s,
the most in the majors in the
last 30 seasons -- but it was not
meant to be.
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Denver’s death
under scrutiny

Poodle with patience

flitch waits patiently c
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miter, Cartwright/Sportful /toll
Neill chats with Or, Barbara Conry after class Tuesday afternoon. Rudi is an

his philosophy of sports class Alvedovelli is also a former SJSU football

CETI: Faculty, staff raise concerns
CETI
Alan Levanthal, a support
technician with the College of
Social SrltliCt., gave his corn Third, for an internal advisory taunts on CETI and even offered
tifoup to be set up. Ile said his own proposal.
i’ETI will be all 1111g01111; process
"What has been going on
arid often specifics will be amongst administrators for 10
ironed out as they happen.
years, to have this revelation of
Contrary to what most facul- CETI I that we need to do this
ty had been told. West let slip now?" Levanthal said. "The prothat the chancellor could sign posal talks about attrition and
the iigreement at any time. student labor. I think that needs
I.:yen:one had been under the to go all the way up through
impression that it would take a administration. That would
unanimous decision by all 22 save an enormous amount of
campuses to put CETI into money and probably do a better
11111111ill
job."
Whit V, a:- 111.111.(1 with
Marshall Burak, dean of the
accusatory 11111,110N ;111(1 angry College of’ Business, raised an
rhetoric throughout the presen- issue even West hadn’t thought
tation. did coniu
it h sonie about. He said CETI lets the
but admittyd his per- state of California ofT the hook.
lfptititi k%mi, 111:11 th1 audience
"CETI doesn’t require some
either didn’t accept his answers sort of matching funds from the
or v.eren’t satisfied by them He state: he said. The fact that
told them more questions would we’re willing to bridge the
but arisssit.rud in ;thou( 10 days, (funding gap without state help
preliminary agreements sets a bad precedent."
would be available on the world
The sentiment of faculty
t’. di’ web
walking away was that CETI
I but111,, faculty, hate a alone sets a bad precedent.
right to
apprehensive,- West Kenneth Peter, SJSU Academic
-aid "This is -aich a CM111)1VX Senate President said the pro1-.111*. 1 don’t think you can calm
posal was, "More complicated
all the fears It is not something than Plato’s ’Republic’ he was
that you ran put in a can
teaching in his class."
Vicst said the concern (if
He asked the question that
drsktop softwarc among faculty all faculty wanted to know, "Will
members was a lug issue.
we be able to critique the MOU
’’’,Vi’ have no intention of’ say- ( Memorandum
of
ing you can’t list’ certain MAI- Understanding) and will there
W arl,," he said. "There will be he
opportunity to adjust
I ’NIX and CSU -)perit $12 mil- answers to specific questions?"
lion on Apple products , last
West responded, "Yes and
year. Other corporations have yes."
ii-ked to he involved with
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PACIFIC GROVE (AP)
Singer John Denver flew to his
death on an invalid pilot’s
license, revoked in the wake of
two drunken driving arrests,
authorities said Tuesday as
they began the painstaking job
of reconstructing his fatal
crash.
Aviation
Federal
The
Administration pulled Denver’s
which is
medical certificate
required to fly with a pilot’s
license on June 13, 1996, said
National Transportation Safety
George
spokesman
Board
Petterson.
But Monterey County Sheriff
Norman Hicks emphasized that
the evidence indicates the 53year-old Denver was sober
when he took off in his privately built Long EZ aircraft
Sunday and crashed into
Monterey Bay.
"From all indications that
we’ve been able to find from
talking to people who played
golf with him, who saw him at
the airport, to the person who
dealt with him taking the plane
out to get ready to fly he was
not drinking," Hicks said.
Toxicology reports which
would show any evidence of
drug or alcohol use are expected
in 10 to 12 days, the sheriff
said.
Denver, who achieved fame
in the 1970s with songs including "Rocky Mountain High" and
"Sunshine On My Shoulders,"
died instantly of blunt trauma
in the crash, according to the
coroner.
In Washington, FAA officials
refused to say why Denver’s
medical certificate was revoked,
citing privacy concerns.
However, speaking on condition of anonymity, one federal
regulator cited Denver’s driving
record.
The singer had two drunken
driving arrests in 1993 and
1994 in Colorado. He pleaded
guilty in the 1993 case and was
scheduled to be tried in
January for the 1994 accident,
in which he smashed his
Porsche into a cluster of trees.
Denver was also driving a
Porsche on the day of his death,
parking it in the Monterey
Peninsula Airport. Hicks said
authorities found a hand gun in

the car, but did not yet know if
he had a permit to carry the
weapon.
on
divers
Meanwhile,
Tuesday recovered the engine
of Denver’s plane in 40 feet of
water and turned it over to
NTSB investigators.
"Piece by piece, we’ll put the
airplane back together. We’re
very happy with the condition
of the engine," Petterson said.
"The salt water has not taken
its toll on the engine as much as
we had feared."
The 150-horse power, 200pound engine is a key piece of
evidence as to why Denver’s
plane apparently nose-dived
Sunday into the waters 100
yards off Lovers Point on
Witnesses
Bay.
Monterey
reported a "popping" sound
before the crash.
Investigators are assembling
the wreckage in a hangar at
Monterey Peninsula Airport.
Petterson said they had not
seen any obvious problems with
the plane’s fuselage.
Also on Tuesday, Scaled
Composites Inc., founded by
Long EZ designer Burt Rutan,
flew a replica of Denver’s plane
into the airport from its Mojave
headquarters to help investigators. The pilot was Mike
Melvill, who recently flew the
plane around the world with
Burt Rutan’s brother Dick
Rutan.
"He’s an expert on the airplane, he brought blueprints of
the airplane. We’re going to try
to use it as an example to lay
out our parts," Petterson said.
The Rutan brothers have
refused to discuss the accident,
but their father George Rutan,
also a recreational pilot, said
the sudden nose dive by
Denver’s Long-EZ puzzles him.
"On that airplane, you can’t
get the nose to drop that way
unless you push the control
stick forward," Rutan said. "To
get the nose down like that, you
have to be real purposeful."
The elder Rutan said that
even in a stall a pilot can generally generate enough speed to
regain lift by diving 200 feet.
Witnesses said Denver’s plane
was about 500 feet above the
bay when it began its fatal
plunge.

CSU opens 23rd campus
CAMARILLO
(AP)
Transfer of the now-closed
Camarillo State Hospital to the
California State University system was signed by Gov. Pete
Wilson as part of a bill adding
$607,000 to help establish
Ventura County’s first four-year
public university.
"This is the greatest news,"
state Sen. Jack O’Connell, DSan Luis Obispo, said after
Wilson signed the bill on
Monday. O’Connell sponsored
the legislation and fought to
recapture the $607,000 cut out
of the budget earlier by Wilson.
"I think it demonstrates a
real commitment to a four-year
public university in Ventura
County. And I think it bodes
very well for the inclusion of the
money that will be necessary to
continue the transition of the
facility."
The future California State

University, Channel Islands,
would be the CSU system’s
23rd campus.
Next year, Wilson will be
asked to earmark $6.5 million
to operate the Camarillo campus and turn a number of its
Spanish -style buildings into
classrooms and administrative
offices.
"This sends a very strong
message to the CSU governing
board that the state is willing to
convert this property into a university," said Handel Evans,
president of the developing
Ventura County campus. "I
think what you’re seeing is a lot
of good planning and a lot of
hard work coming together."
The additional money will
flow to the conversion effort
after the new law takes effect
Jan. 1,

Are Poor English Skills
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For information on the November 15, 1997 TOEIC Open
Test in your area OR to have TOEIC made available at
your business or school, call 607-748-9500,
607-748-9614 (fax), or
E-mail: USIC1@aol.com, http://toeic-usa.com.

TONIC

Credential
to obtain a GREAT JOB or get a PROMOTION!!
Sign up NOW to get your
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EMPLOYMENT

VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15.00 per hour. 867-7275.
MIND JOB- Help healthy disabled
student w/housework & personal
care, am’s. Will train. 364-0942
PIANO PLAYER, SUNDAYS.
$9,200 yearly.
408/294-2944.
LOVING BABYSITTER
For 2yroid daughter. She’s sweet,
smart & easy to watch. References red: previous child care
exp. desirable. Perm PT: Flexible,
approx 12 firs/week. Near SJSU.
$6/hour 929-6538.
VIET/ENG OR SPAN/ENG speaker
needed. P/T, T Th or 811 tv1W F
Translations, Gen office work. Law
office near SJSU. 9933226.
SAN JOSE LIVE!
A great place to party ...
a better place to work! Now hiring
for Doorhost. Cocktail Servers.
Beer Tub Servers, Cashiers. Cooks.
Counter Help. Marketing Asst. &
Bartenders. Flexible schedules
available for students, earn that
spending cash you need and have
fun at the same time. Apply in
person anytime at 150 S. First St.
8237 San Jose. Come in ask for
a manager and get an application
Brings picture ID and SS card.
DOORMAN NEEDED
Diplomatic.
Frt Friendly
Apply in person
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp.". San Jose.
Ask for John.
LIFEGUARDS, 10-20 HOURS.
18 years or older, must be YMCA
or Red Cross Certified. Apply at
South Valley Family YMCA or call
Jeff at 2239622.
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join Our
team as Bussers. Sales Clerks,
Supervisors, and Assistant Managers $5412 hourly, no expen
ence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale. 94086. Call:
4213-7749000 crFac 408-5239810
NURSERY CAREGIVElt. Alum Rock
United Metrodist Ourch, 30 Kitt he.
SJ. Sun. 9:1541:45am. 1.761.0/hr.
258-7368: fax resume 928-3266.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evenings & wekends
Salary ci tips. Apply in person.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Expwy. San Jose.
SPORTS CRY CAFE
NOW HIRING
Food servers, Hosts, Hostess.
Food runners, Cooks, Dishwashers,
Cocktail servers. We otter flexible
schedules for students, paid
vacations. insurance. 401k. meal
discounts and an opportunity for
advancement. No experience
,weded, we have a comprehensive
training program, so if you’ve
always wanted to work in a
Restaurant now is the time. ADO/
in person today, tomorrow, anytime
at 150 S. 1st St. in the pavilion
mall. Bring a Picture ID and SS
card with you
EARN $14 AN HOUR
Referees needed. Full training
provided. Flexible hours. Call
Santa Clara Officials Association
408/241-9562
TUTORS NEEDED: Elementary
& High School Subjects. Earn
$15420/hr Call Jack or Joan
408/227 6685.
RECEPTIONIST PARTTIME
Need responsibie student to
answer phones/set appts for
local driving school, 2pm 6prn
Personailty a plus 363-4182
113.1100 WEEKLY potential mailing
mz cruJars. No Expelerce Rect Rae
4107838272
reormaaongedel

"

,
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CLASSIFIED
P/T PROJECT COORDINATORS
Int’l conference and trade -show
company headquartered in Redwood Shores, is in search of two
project coordinators. Qualifications:
sales, research & communications
skills. Knowledge of the Internet &
ACT! Professional phone manner.
Sell exhibit booths to high-tech
companies over the telephone. Male
appointments for Project (rector.
Data entry and word processing.
Provide assistance with direct
mail campaign. Work 1320 hours
per week. Salary $9.00/hour plus
commission. Fax resume and
letter of interest to B. Murray at
1-650-631-3965.

by Dave Whamond
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Mixed Media by Jack Ohrnan

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim Ilor products or
serykse advertised below rer Is
there any guerantee relied. The
cimeilled coheres or the Smitten
Daly comet or pied advertising
rid flebr. are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

by Gory Wm. One Lance Aldrich

Swearing in the rain.

PHONE:

P/T DEUVERY PERSON for small
furniture store. Must be available
Sat & Sun. Some heavy lifting.
Valid CDL and good DMV.
Knowledge of South Bay helpful
but not required. Approx. 25
hrs/wk, F/T during sem. breaks.
COURIER/DRNER/MESSENGER Contact Tracy at 294-7353 or
for fast paced real estate office. fax resume to 2944070.
Nal&lhurs only. Call 534-2112.
RECEPTIONIST- Full or part-tims
opportunities available. 1 year
PEDICAB DRIVERS WANTED!
minimum experience answering
(BICYCLE TAXI)
phores. clerical duties involved.
Earn $10/hr.
Get a workout while you work! Working knowledge of Word &
San Jose Pedicab (& Guadalupe Excel are helpful. Fax resumes to
River Park Bicycle Tours) is look- 408/653-1855, attn: Tammy or
ing for people to drive pedicabs in call 6531515.
downtown San Jose Wednesday
through Saturday, 6:00pm to CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR
Midnight. California Drivers License seeks full/part time sales
and clean DMV record required. person, data entry, customer
service & electronic technicians.
No experience necessary.
Call 408-4537243 or
.Strong legs a plus.
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
INTERESTED?
CaN 297-8458
DATA ENTRY, 59-812/hr. Strong
your typing skills, accuracy more imporWANT TO MAKE MONEY
spare time", Do you naye a great tant than speed. Attention to
voice and personal ty7 For c’ex detail, computer literate. Great
time work with college radio opportunity for entry level individual
stations nationwide. Call Wendy looking for long term opportunity.
Please for resume to 408/6531855
at 3604370.
attention Mareen or call 6531515.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS 8 AIDES
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Thinking about a career working
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
with elementary age children? The
Great for Students!
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child Serving Downtown Sanlose,
Inner City Express,
care centers Is San Jose. Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas. 22W. Saint John Sr San Jose,
Full & part-time positions available.
hours flexible around school. Fun BE PART OF A DYNAMIC TEAM?
staff teams, great experience We are recruiting energetic and
in working with elementary age responsible individuals for the
children, career advancement and position of New Student Advising
good training opportunities. & Orientation Sparta Leader. If
Teachers require minimum 6 units you are professional, enthusiastic
in ECE. Recreation, Psychology. and steam player, pick up an
Sociology ancVcr Physical Education. application at the Student Life
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408. Center. Deadline is 11/3. For
291-8894 for more information more information call 924-5972.
and locations.
$ EARN OfTRA CASH S
up to $600/month!
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Become a Sperm Donor.
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Healthy males, 1340 years old.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Contact California Cryobank
Hourly S$ plus bonus. Media 1-650-324-1900. M -F, 34:30.
Promotions 4940200
PHONE INTERVIEWER, Long term.
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED 58.75/nr, 30 hours per week.
Make quality calls using a script.
Cesetoc,unpus.
Mornings, Afternoons or FT.
pleasant phone voice. Will train.
5.7 /hr. and up. 2 5 year olds.
Please fax resume to 406/6531855
High quality center.
Attn: Maureen or call 6531515.
571 N. 3rd St.
LAW’ 78f 1533.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT 8, PT teachers and
SMALL FURN. STORE looking for aides for their school age day
hardworking, energet c person. care programs in the San Jose
Job includes saies, it warehouse area. AM arid PM hours available.
& delivery work some heavy Get great experience working
lifting. Good hourly Aage, flex with children! Units in Psych, Soc.
schedule. 25-40 hrs;wk. No ECE. Rec or ED required. Call
experience necessiry will train. 408-3733200 ext 21.
Contact Tracy at 71a4-7353 or
fax resume to 2944070.
HOLLYWOOD DREAMS
Sports 8 Moyle Memorabilia
COPY OPERATOR-High Speed & Expanding company seeking
Color. Some Bindery work. Exper outgoing, responsible & honest
ience preferred, but will train. Full People to fill sales positions,
or part-time evenings. Must be Huge earning potential for
reliable. orgainzed, detail orient- aggressive sales people.
proven
ed, enjoy fast paced environment $1200 a weekend
& have lean Payer" Attitude. Fax income. Hourly + commission.
resume to: 408/277-0706 or Friday through Sunday only.
apply in person at AnzaGraphix Call 1-714-547 2848 or fax
2 N. Market St. idowntown San Jose) resume to 1 714-258-2521.
408/277-0700.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8.8 school
VALET PARKING P/T nights & seeks responsible individuals for
weekends for special events in extended daycare. P/T in the
Los Gatos and Saratoga area. afternoon. No ECE units are
Polite, well groomed & professional required. Previous experience with
attitude only. 19 years+, $6.$8 children preferred. Please contact
per hour tips. Call Mike at Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
1800-8253871.
GRAPHIC ARTIST NEEDED
Student Union is seeking a graphic
artist. Must be enrolled in the
SJSU School of Art. Work 20
hours a week. Apply at Student
Union Director’s Office.

CLERICAL: How would you Ilke
to make $320 this week? For
FOR SALE
more information call Maureen
Red Aiken Everson - QUESTIONS
408/6531515.
Seale 8.5-9.5. Very limited. S200/at.
or $180/ea. fcr 2 415.207-7338.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
CONCERT TICKETS AVAILABLE
Graves, Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
See Metallic& Alanis Monsette,
Smashing Ptanpkins. Dew Matthews
Will train
Band, Neil Young @ Shoreline on
Abcom Private Security
Saturday Oct. 18, 4pm. Asking
408.2474527
$50-$75. Call Pavlo @225.3680.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
ACADEMICALLY MINDED?
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
NERDBOY ACADEMIC CLOTHING
year olds.
is for you!! The tee that tells all!
Flex Ft/FT positions
www.southemutah.com/nerdboy
Days. Eve. Weekends
prints you an order form!
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
OPPORTUNITIES
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T - Elementary Schools.
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for Teacheg Experience.
Need Car.
Voce Mart (408)287-4170 et. 408
EOE/AAE
STUDENTS NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Have all your expenses paid,
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Call recording (408) 271-6993.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. NI shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call or axe."’" person, Mat-Sun 7-7.
408286-5880, 555 D Madan he.
Between San Cads tand Paerox,
behind the Card ad Party Rae. SI.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Meetings
Sept. 2728 & 00. 4,5. Santa Clara.
Info: 408-3792917. ask for Jennie.
510/1 HR 4. FREE SOFTWARE.
Have a PC & Internet access’) Try
fun new software at home/school.
thomanekartoffelsoft.com .
GET PAID BIG $O through your
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Teens! Do it now! Free info send
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008.
httrx/AwAv2.netcom.comfr-pskim/
hbb.html.
DICELLIENT PAY Processing Mail!
$1 per envelope stuffed!
Details 24 hrs. 1-407-2437393.

INSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing gutter or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock,
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk
Call Bill at 408-2936124.

TUTORING

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1800-6553225.
HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
job or body work done on your car?
Al CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
we can help you. Call us at 1408)
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
Discount.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
Cancelled or Rejected
’Dui *Suspended License
*Accidents *Tickets
Irnmediate SR Filings
*Good Driven Discount
Non/Owner Operator
Eiam 8crn Monday Saturday
? (408) 241-5400
*Free Phone Quotes
Call Us Now.
ALLCOVERAGE INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

RESIDENCE PLUS INCOME!
ATTN: FACULTY/STUDENTS...
Live here & recerve monthly rental
income Easy financing ava iabie
on this restored Victorian home
only half a bock from campus 2
stories plus finished basement,
large remodeled kitchen, 2 tub
baths & more Currently generating
$1925 mo income All this can
Pr yours! Call today Mike Gordon.
Broker 510-426-8200

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES C.4Li.

numbers, punctuation & spaces

408-924-3277

between words
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$?
S9
4 lines
$10
$8
5 lines
$1
$9
$11
6 linee
Sil
$IO
$12
$1 for each additional line

Sarno
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by St per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines. $70
15-t9 lines $110

Five
Days
SI3 Nv 5 See
$14
Onon
$15
$16
Send check or money order lo
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
Zo cod.

Classified desk is located in Dwight Dental Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000. m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid NI No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)9244277

FAX:

_Campus Clubs’
Rental Hourlong
Greek Meuragas* Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Events’
_Amouncements _ Senvices
_Lore and Found"
Fnd" _ Healthfiesuy
Soon&Thrtiis
_Volunteers’
For Sale’
Insurance
_Aulos For Sole’
Entertainment’
Travel
_Computers Etc
_Wanted*
Tamp’
_Ernpioyment
Word Processing
_Opportroses
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered Ire., 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

924-3282
SERVICES

CAMPUS CLUBS

SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th 16th, SJSU Ski it
Snowboard Club. Includes flight.
bus. 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village. & unlimited fun. For your
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING [-Ticket call Mark 408/2920955
Upgrade, Consulting. Install. DOS. or ufs12282@ema!Lsjsu.edu
Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office,
Word. Internet, Netscape. Int Exp.
Game on our Computers or Surf
FOR RENT
the Web GP "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail, 2 DORM. APARTMENT - $900/MO.
9arn-11pm, 7 days a week. Call Security type building
Secure Parking
Roy: 292-3167, Store: 267-6227.
* Close In
Modem Building
TUTORIAL CENTER
Laundry Room
Math. Algebra Geometry
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Statistics -Trig.Calculus
(408) 295-6893.
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Computer: Wrdows -Visual Basic -C
English: ESL TOEFL
Spanish: Hablar Leer- Escnbir
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Call: Mike 408-298-7576
MEN IL WOMEN
Email: mvera18288@aol.com
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
WORDPROCESSING or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nerdy remove your unwanted hair.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Back Chest- Lip Bikini - Chin
Science & English papers/theses Tummy etc. Students & faculty
our specialty. Laser printing. receive 15% discount. First appt.
APA. Turabian and other formats. 1/2 price it made before 12/31/97.
Resumes, editing, graphics Her Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
and other services available on CampbellAve. #17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3500
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Cal Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
Unwanted mai, removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Your own probe or disposable.
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
335S. Baywood Ave San Jose.
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
247-7488
group projectsetc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications fcr med/law schcd. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
CAMPUS CLUBS
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public,
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
January 11th 16tn. 515U Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes flight.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing bus. 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
Theses, term papers, group full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
projects. resumes. All formats. Village. & unlimited fun. For your
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser ETicket call Mark 408/2920955
Printer. Experienced. dependable. or ufs12282@email sisu.edu
Quick return.Almaden/Branharr.
area. Call Lrda at (408) 2644504.
Please leave message All cails
returned promptly.
ENGUSH TUTOR & OWING
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408! 978-8034.

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age recreation
program. PfT from 2-6pm, M - F
during the school year. Some Pr1
morning positions available from
approx. 7am11am. F/T during
summer camp. %Int salary, no
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation, Call Jinet at 354-8700 30 Years Teaching Experience
x223. (Not available school year? Dr. Viktor and Anna Poionsky
Call for summer employment: Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
lifeguards & camp leaders).
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Individual Piano Lessons
Work as receptionist.
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Starting $20/N.
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
Call 408-241-6662 in Santa Clara Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
bye., FIRST FREE lesson-interview. Resumes, All Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Certified Personnel. 7481570.
Punctuation/ Editing. 24. yrs Eel.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
INSURANCE
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSNG.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary tips.
ONO INSURANCE
247-2681. 8arh8prn
Students needed in the immediate
Campus Insurance Service
area Full-time/part-time openings.
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Special Student Programs
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
Professional typing for your term
Serving SJSU for 20 years
International Bartenders School.
papers, reports, letters. etc.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
8 years experience
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Fast Accurate Rehab*
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Women ages 21-29. heathy.
responsible, all nationalities.
"Good Student" -Family Multi-car" WP. MS Word, other acipecatcmv
Hansen’s Business Service,
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Give the gift of life!
408-2643507 or 408269.F
FREE QUOTE
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid.
keiariareartei-.
NO
HASSLE
for
Chnese
&
ctrors.
Jacerese
Bonus
NO OBUGATION
PLEASE CALL WWFC
Also open Saturdays 9-2
800-314-9996

ANNOUNCEMENTS

924-3277

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast.
friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing.
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular e-mail: acHlinetcom.eom
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489. FC CA
94404 (ask forfree color brochueL
WRMNG HOP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-801-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
THE GNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST
Bible Study. Lecture & Services
Book Cafe & Reiki Center
3483-95 So. Bascom
Sundays 6:00pm
(408)978-8034

Certain advertisements in
these colt/Tins may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
ore upon’ for discount
Newel:Ions or mere hand I se.

Daily
sswo

ACROSS

Clutter
5 Passed out the
cards
10 Core
14 Asian range
15 Former
statesman
Stevenson
16
Ben Adhem
17 Next to each
other
19 Vex
20 Some fence
materials
21 Designer items
23 Stage of a
journey
24 Dried fruit
26 Wide sts
28 Green stone
29 Cut into cubes
33 Vapor
34 Matching groups
35 Gentle breeze
36 Singer Yoko -37 Fair grade
38 Neither fish fowl
39 Oklahoma town
40 Book enthusiast
42 Phoenix basket bakers
43 Bite
44 Poplar
45 - ones time
wait
46 Novelist
James 47 Far off
49 Fib
50 Crafts worker
53 Rebounds
56 Hurried
57 Clint Eastwood
Oscar -winner
60 Realty unit
61 Dugout
62 Jules Verne s
captain
63 F ex
64 Hay

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MU= MOOD MUMM
00111@ MOM MOMM
MOMOMOMOMM MOO
11100 WOO MOM@
MMUMMMIE
OMMOMM
OMM OOMM 01110
@MOM IMMO OM@
MOO MOMMO MOM
MOM MOM MORRO
MUM 1114110 MOM
UMMOMM
MUMM@WM
MO= UMM OMM
MO= MOMMMMMOOM
MOM@ MOMOU OOMM
00140 MOMMM MOM
65 Develop
DOWN
1 Crush
2 Writer Wiese’
3 Leather
cleanser
4 Attacks on a
castle
5 Calendar
boxes
6 Asner and
Sneed
’The Greatest’
8 Edinburgh
boy
9 Rows of seats
10 Edible root
11 Sacred bird of
Egypt
12 Painted tinware
13 Shades of color
18 Plead
22 Sea ducks
24 Hotel s price
25 TV spots
26 Greek
marketplace
27 Barn toppers

28
30
31
32
34
35
38
41
42
45
46
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
58
59

Yell insults
Conversion
Singer Gorme
Window
covering
Landscapes
Region
Wearing not a
stitch
Made fun of
Pose for an
artist
Old-fashioned
Ira!
Broadcasting
Heavy
hammers
Trail behind
Jezebels
husband
Paddy
crop
Seabird
Work gang
Note
Winter
precipitation
Distant
Eggs

MEM MIME MEM
BM MEM NM
IIMMEMINIMME MUM
MIMI
MENEM
MEM MUM=
ddlIM WM =NNW
ME MOM =UM
MUM MEM MEM =II
MEM= MO= MEM
MM. MUM MEM
=WM ME
MIME=
MEMMild
ME= MINIMMMINIMM
MEM MEM MU
MOM MIMI din=
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Drug agents seize ’joints’ Yeager
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plants worth $530 million dur-

Continued from page 1
gious communities. Ortega said
the Nation of Islam has been
slowly edging closer toward the
political and social mainstream,
Muhammad agrees. "It’s an

evolution based on scripture;
our message has evolved,"
Muhammad said.
Ortega said the Million Man
March and the World Day of
a
special
have
Atonement

importance in the lives of peoply who attend.
"The fact that the march contin ues to echo in our hearts is a

meeting
Marketing
kit
Tim
Club $ lia \ log
rt,i’i’tluig ss ith tFt, 5.1111 .\1.irk.’tiiig
in II
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Flit’ iiris
inform it it,,. all
\lark at 297

Continued from page 1
"If there is an injury or a
complaint of pain, we have no
discretion
in
the
matter,"
Wysuph said. "We are required
to inake an arrest."
He said the laws have done a
tremendous amount for breaking the cycle of violence in this
city and county, especially since
people convicted of domestic
violence
receive
mandatory
counseling flit- one year.
According to Pierre -Dixon,
Ow penalties for being convicted of drimestic violence depend
on . holier the accused has
committed a misdemeanor or a
felony.
"District attorneys determine the charges filed based on

Study group
Joni i-t,
The lila. .\111.1r inc
and Faigoiccr- I, hay mg it- -Indy
p

,..1111-,1.6k

.111,1

Thur...I.o.

in Clark 1 ahrars. .no
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Kick-off rally
..t I -1.m.
.1 kick 41
.11..m.m..tit - it

t
7 Ali i.

. 1,1,1 1or own.
litho 1.
Ntol,

Student Union. A number of
representatives from campus
and community organizations
are scheduled to speak at the
celebration. A broadcast of
Minister Louis Farrakhan’s
speech will be beamed in at 4:30
p.m..
Muhammad estimates that
300 to 350 people with attend
Thursday’s celebration. Fifteen
other cities in California including Oakland, Richmond and
San Francisco are also planning
similar celebrations.

testament to the need it fulfilled in our lives," Ortega said,
While the Nation of Islam
continues to be a chief organizer of the event, this year’s celebration has been sponsored by a
number of campus and community organizations including the
Black Student Union, the
African Student Union, the San
Jose chapter of the NAACP, the
Million Man March Coalition
and Striving Black Brothers
and Sisters,
The celebration is scheduled
to begin at 2:30 p.m. in the
Loma Prieta Room in the

Laws: Breaking the ’cycle’

:ill 1/r

I1,,,1,

to children."

Atonement: Campus celebration
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Student galleries
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During this year’s campaign,
police made 260 raids, arrested
54 suspects and also seized 146
pounds of processed marijuana
and $1,300 in cash, Lungren
reported. The majority of the
plants confiscated were found
on public land, making it difficult to find suspects and prosecute them, Lungren said.

a nine-week drug enforceing
SACRAMENTO (AP)
California drug agents seized ment program called Campaign
the equivalent of 120 million Against Marijuana Planting.
marijuana joints during the The program ended this month,
Lungren said this year’s
annual summer-fall pot-harvest
raids, the attorney general said results of the 15-year-old program exceeded those of any
Tuesday.
Dan other year and meant "more
General
Attorney
Lungren said local, state and than 120 million marijuana
federal law enforcement agents joints that will not be rolled,
seized 132,485 illicit marijuana smoked and potentially offered

-.1

the extent of injury and the
prior record of the accused," she
said. "Misdemeanor convictions
carry a fine of $2,000 and up to

often

one year in county jail. Felony
convictions can result in up to
four years in state prison."
Pierre-Dixon said restraining orders are a useful tool in
helping to curb domestic violence, but they must be used
correctly to have the desired
effect.
"I think when domestic violence victims get restraining
orders against their attackers,
they’re telling the perpetrators
’you no longer have power over
me, she said. "The problem
occurs with using the restraining order properly."
The district attorney said too

ty soon it starts all over again.
"Victims must learn to
remember the fear they had
during the attack and call the
police when their attackers
return."
The penal code states the
penalty for violating a restraining order can include a fine of
$1,000 or six months in the
county jail or both. If the violation results in physical injury,
it’s an automatic 48 hours in
county jail, whether a fine or
imprisonment is imposed or the
sentence is suspended.

people get the restraining
orders, then there’s a cooling-off
period, then the victim takes
the perpetrator back, and pret-

’booms’
again
EDWARDS AIR FORCE
A white contrail
BASE (AP)
sliced the sky and a sonic boom
rocked the Mojave Desert as
Chuck Yeager flew an F-15 jet
fighter through the sound barrier Tuesday on the 50th
anniversary of his historic
supersonic flight.
What the F-15 did effortlessand top
ly was a hallmark
achievement in aviasecret
tion when a little Bell X-1 rocket plane with a young Yeager at
the controls punched through
the sound barrier over the
California desert on Oct. 14,
1947.
"I’m smoking along at about
1.35 (Mach) ... just a little
under the max speed I flew the
X-1 a few years back," Yeager,
74, radioed from the cockpit of
the F-15, which bore his signature aircraft name, "Glamorous
Glennis," on its nose. Glennis
was his late wife.
After landing, the retired Air
succinctly
general
Force
summed himself up before a
crowd of about 1,000 people
who had flinched when the sky
cracked like a cannon.
"What I am I owe to the Air
Force," Yeager said.
Air Force Secretary Sheila
Widnall called Yeager’s X-1
flight the bridge between the
start of flight at Kitty Hawk

and the Air Force’s push into
space in the next century.
"He continued to capture the
imagination of following generations: Widnall said. "...This is
Chuck Yeager’s day. We pay
tribute to a man who had the
right stuff."
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TRANSMISSIONS
Specialist
Where you folk to a merhoruc...

"NOT A SALESMAN"

Only a Custom Built
PC can give you
the latest Technology
and personalize
features for less.

.3 -year warranty*
Free Consultation

NIW CLUTCH
’269

TRANSMISSION RFAUILT

.399

SOLID
uNTRIATED
DE PRE SSION
(trip //wwv,

save my

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.
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Fax 650 324 1647

/www.valuepc.com\
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Monster Sale!
rr,,, October 77th through October 31st, we71 scare you with our increrlihle
selection of merchandise, all At frighteningly law prices.
his; visit our FM unfing grounds in fhe 7111 Street. CenfrAl rrA TA Ant) CIA q from 9
.m. fill 3 p.m. to grab the gooci;es And escape with f he besf sAvings of the yeAr
COMMUNITY
AN INVITATION TO TFIr
ppirfan Bookstore invites you fa participate in An A bsolufefq
fright, ul Jack-Otantern rempefilian.
All you Boo’s And Ghouls get out fhP cArving knives And
delve info the creepy innarels of those kooky ()range melon s there’s furl to be hAd And prizes fo be won.
lust drop your ferrif ging creation by the Customer Service 44( Af
SpArtan Boolcsfore by Wednesday, October 29. Be sure to include A card
with your name and number so we CAM shriek the good news.
Your chilling creations become property of the bookstore And will be
featured in A ghoulish Jack-Mantern displAtj in our Prl Nance. rinAl Judgement
will be determined by the voting public on ThursdAy, October 30. Al/ entries will
be judged on Creepiness, Graf Ispersonship, And overAll Kooky Creativity. Winners
will be Announced on Halloween, Friday, October 31.
Grand Prize: $50 SpArtAn Bookstore Bucks
Runner Hp: $25 SpArtAn Flookstere Bucks
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Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

Custom PC
Specialist

THIS AIN’T YOUR GRANDMA’S AEROBICS CLASS
KAROO KICKBOX

BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

rANIFTIS

Spartan Sports
Commonly
Unbearable.
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look forwArd to having

you join us in our Spooky Celebration.
please cal/ us At 4- %no.
Winner need net be present fa win.

FIAVe Anti SLIeSlitIMS,

Call (408) 264-0148 today
2259 Lincoln Ave San Jose
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